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A new algorithm is presented which allows the analysis of correlated random sequences 
in order to gain the stationary d.f. Fn( z). This algorithm being based on recent sta
tistical investigations of Markov chains can be used to control objectively the required 
number of trials n of a computer simulation run by a formula which depends on the 
desired minimum value Fmin of Fn( z), on the prescribed upper limit c:lmaz of relative 
error and also on the measured mean value of the correlation coefficient p. As shown 
by selected examples the algorithm analyzes any correlated z-sequence of discrete 
and/ or continuous type and may replace the conventional batch means evaluation 
method and other methods. 

1 Introduction 

Since the work of L. Kosten [4] discrete event simulation on large computers has become the 
major tool for analyzing the performance of complex teletraflic and data processing installations. 
Essentially a simulation system deals with three tasks [3]: 

1.1 Generation of random numbers of several prescribed distribution types. 

1.2 Organization of task scheduling, list processing etc. representing the main body of the 
system. 

1.3 Statistical evaluation of the output random sequence yielding the desired information about 
the performance of the simulated object: e.g. the mean and variance or if possible the 
complete stationary distribution function of a delay time. 

Task 1.3 is often carried out by the batch means method [3], [7); several other methods are known 
but it can be said that the statistical evaluation is up to now one of the weak points of simulation, 
see discussion on page 101 in [1]. This is an unsatisfactory situation because the evaluation results 
should be reliable in a well specified manner such that the engineer may take responsibility for 
any decisions based on the simulated results. For this purpose a trustworthy, always applicable 
evaluation method is necessary in order to control the length and also the cost of a simulation run 
which may become excessive considering typical run times on large tomputers of several hours. 
The new method to be described here is an extension of the LRE-algorithm for independent x
sequences [5] to the correlated case and is based on the fundament of the Bayes-Laplace-statistics 
[6]. 

2 Statistic for Markovian Random Sequences 

The essential result of recent statistical investigations of Markov chains can be summarized as 
follows. Consider a chronological z-sequence represented by the vector Xt = (Zl' Z2' 0 • 0, Zn+l) 

with unknown correlation between neighbours 1 and with an unknown stationary dof. F( z) resp. 
cod.f. G(z) == 1 - F(z). This vector can be sorted as shown in Fig.1 in two different ways: for 
gaining the empirical stationary d.f. Fn( z) ,. values form the ordered vector Xr = (Zl' Z2, •• " Z,.), 
Zi ~ Zi+l at the left end resp. for gaining the c.d.f Gn { z ) t7 values form the ordered vector 
Xv = (z", •.• , Z2, Zl), Zi+l ~ Zi at the right end of the observed z-range. The rest of measured 
z-values beyond each ordered vector forms an "global range" z > z" resp. Z < z" which for the 

1 in the present context it is not necessary to use the term "autocorrelation" 
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a) F-evaluation: left end sorting b) G-evaluation: right end sorting 
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Fig. 1 Two modes for partial sorting of n + 1 measured z-values. 

present we may consider to remain unordered. The essential point of the new statistical method 
is that not only the number of ordered z-values r resp. v but also the number of transitions a 
resp. c from each ordered range to the range z > Zr resp. Z < z" will be measured and evaluated 
in order to deal with correlation. 

Then on basis of the BL-statistics for the 2-node Markov chain (see references [12], [13] in [7]) 
and observing the large sample conditions 

n~103; (r,v)~102; (a,r-a,c,v-c)~10 

the following posterior statements can be made [7] : 

F-evaluation, zr::; Z < Zr+l G-evaluation, Z,,+l < z ::; z" 

_ air 
PF(Z)=1-

1 
I -rn 

empirical stationary distribution function 

(2a) I Gn(z) = vln; 

mean correlation coefficient (-1 < p < 1) 

(3a) I PG(Z) = 1- _c-,-Iv~ 
1- vln 

relative error concerning the statements eq.(2a,b) 

(4a) I dG(z) = [1- vln . 1 + ~G(Z)]1/2 
V 1- PG(z) 

(1) 

(2b) 

(3b) 

(4b) 

Eq.(2a,b) represents simply the measured relative frequency as it should be for the large 
sample case. The control of the evaluation procedure will be performed by the error formula 
eq.( 4a,b) which takes into account the measured correlation effect. ~ll further deductions will be 
restricted to the case "F-evaluation" since the treatment of the case "G-evaluation" is completely 
analogue, see also par .4.1 . 
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Fig. 2 "F-level" method: prescribed levels Fi on the ordinate lead to variable z-intervals I j 

3 The Empirical Stationary Distribution Function 

3.1 Evaluation Inethod with prescribed F-Ievels 

In many conventional methods the measured z-range must be divided into a number of z-intervals 
having a constant width ~z. This is a problematical task because only a posteriori i~e. after the 
bulk of measured z-values is known an adequate choice of ~z can be attempted. Looking out 
for another solution we find that it is principally better to gain intervals by dividing the vertical 
F-axis with its known range 0 ~ F ~ 1 as shown in Fig.2. 

Here we are able to prescribe a priori the desired range of investigation Fmaz ~ F ~ Fmin 
and also the desired number of intervals k which determines the local resolution. Assuming as 
usual a logarithmical ordinate 2 we may compute a multiplier m and the F-levels Fi 

m = (Fmin/ Fmaz)I/Ie; m < 1 ; } 
Fi+l = m· Fi = m; . F1 ; i = 1,2,···, k ; 

Fl = Fmaz; FIe+l = Fmin . 
(5) 

Fig.2 shows that this procedure leads to z-intervals I; in the range 3 X;+l < z ~ Xj whose 
variable widths AZi = Xi - Xi+.l , i = 1,2"", k are adapted to the local shap.e of the F-curve. 
The F-Ievel method is also well suited to detect discrete points, see par.3.2.2 . 

2 for the case "linear ordinate" a linear incrementation of the type Fj +1 = Fj - AF = Ft - j . AF would 
have to be implemented instead of eq.(5) . 

S {or avoiding an additional index the interval limits are expressed by capital letters: Xi etc. 
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Fig. 3 LRE-algorithm IT : Structure of F-memories and of the "main iteration cycle". 

3.2 The LRE-algorithnl 11 

Xo 
=00 

~ 

The LRE-algorithm IT extracts automatically from a given stationary random z-sequence with 
unknown properties the empire stationary d.f. Fn(z) whereby the reI. error dF(Z) eq.(4a) is 
always kept smaller than the prescribed error limit dm4~. This algorithm is typically performed 
by a statistical software module as part of a simulation system. A first fully operable version 
labeled "EDF 14b" has been written in PASCAL. In the following the principal procedure steps 
only are explained thereby omitting the initialization phase. 

3.2.1 The main iteration cycle. In Fig.3 it is assumed that the algorithm is in processing state j 
i.e. that z-intervalli Fig.2 has to be established next. In this state the limits Xi, Xi-I, ... X 2, Xl 
of the already established z-intervals li, i = j - 1, j - 2, ... , 1 together with the measured values 
li, ri and ~ are stored in the F-result memory FR, where ri and O-i are defined by Fig.1 and li is 
the number how often the z-value Xi has occurred: li > 1 resp. li = 1 means that Xi is a discrete 
point resp. a continuoUl point belonging to a continuous part of the F -curve. 

The F-sorting memory FS contains in state j the left end ordered vector (Zh Z2,···, z".) 
J 

with z"'i = Xi being the right limit of intervalli and contains also to each sorted value Zi its 
chronological follower z;. During the main iteration cycle the next z-value Zt is sorted into FS 
provided that Zt ~ Xi ; if" not then Zt belongs to an interval Xh+1 < Zt ~ Xh sOUlewhere in 

memory FR. This means that we can state always a right insertion limit X" of Zh h = 0,1", .,; 
with Xo = 00 including the case h = i, when Zt is sorted into FS. Let Xl' be the insertion limit 
of the predecessor Zt-l; then in case Zt > Xi resp. It, < i the procedure "increment FR" in Fig.3 
works as "follows: 
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b} discrete/continuous 
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Fig. 4 LRE-algorithm IT: Plot of interval I; of Fn(z )-curve depending on the number Ij of 
equal X j-values. 

a) increment the ri-counters: FOR i = 1,2"", h DO (ri:= ri + 1) ; 

b) increment the tli-counters: 
IF Xp < Xh THEN FOR i = p,p-l,·· .,h -1 DO (ai:= ai + 1) ; 

c) increment the Ih-counter: IF Zt = Xh THEN Ih:= Ih + 1 . 

The cycle with either "sort into FS" or "increment FR" " is repeated until the relative error check 
dj ~ dmo.% is fulfilled with d; = dF(Z), Xj+l < Z :5 Xj eq.( 4a). Then the values 1;, rj and aj are 
stored in FR whereby aj is computed depending on the locations of the followers z; in FS and Ij 
is computed as the length of the z" .-section in FS: 

J 

d) compute a;: aj = 0; FOR i = 1,2,··., r; DO (IF zt > X; THEN a;:= aj + 1) 

e) compute 1;: 1; = 1; h = r;; WHILE Zh-l = Z"j DO (1;:= 1; + 1; h:= h - 1) . 

3.2.2 Finding the nezt sorting limit; detection of a discrete point. Since the stationary d.f. F( x) 
of a general random process could have discrete points (this possibility is not shown in Fig.2) 
the ordered vector in FS may contain "discrete sections" being characterized by a length 1 > 1 of 
equal z-values. When computing the next sorting limit Z";+1 the algorithm detects also such a 
discrete section and deals with it as follows: 

f) check for "end of evaluation": IF (rj/n):5 Fmin GOTO par.3.2.3 ELSE GOTO g) j 

g) find the left end of z,,;-section in FS: rj:= r; - (I; - 1) ; 

h) find z";+l in FS by computing: rj+l = INTEGER(m· rj) ; 6 store X;+1 = Z"j+l in FR j 

i) find the right end of z";+I-section in FS: 
h + V' = rj+l; WHILE Zh+lP+l = Z"j+l DO (V':= V' + 1) ; 
rj+l = h + V' • 

Then the algorithm returns to the main iteration cycle par.3.2.1 with sorting limit z";+1 = Xj+l' 

4 the feature "increment FR" which has not been used in the former LRE-algorithm [5] improves a vast 
range of the F,,(z)-curve by decreasing the rel. error dp(z) eq.(4a) far below its limit dm •• at the expense 
of a somewhat higher evaluation CPU-time 

a this is due to eq.(5) with Fj ~ "j/n and Fj+l ~ "j+l/n 
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Fig. 5 a) Required number of trials n(O) in the uncorrelated case and 
b) correlation factor cf(p), see eq.(6). 

3.2.3 Plot of Fn(z)-curve. After the stop-condition (rj/n) ~ Fmin has been met the evaluation 
results stored in result memory FR can be used to plot the desired Fn(z )-curve from right to left. 
For any interval I j with the range Xj+l < z ~ Xj we can compute the upper and lower level 
Fj = rj/n and Fj+l = rj+l/n , Fj+1 < Fj , see eq.(2a). The interval I j contains a discrete point 
at Xj if Ij > 1, see par.3.2.2. Then applying linear interpolation between continuous points of 
the interval it can be plotted as follows: 

j) pure c~ntinuous interval due to Ij = 1: connect the coordinates (Xj, Fj) and (Xj+l' Fj+l) 
by a straight line, see FigAa ; 

k) discrete point at Xj due to 1; > 1: draw at Xj a vertical line between Pj and Fl = (rj-1d/n; 
connect the coordinates (X;, F;) and (X;+l' Fj+l) by a straight line. 
This construction leads either to a partial discrete and partial continuous representation of 
the interval if 1; < (r; - r;+l), see FigAb, or in case 1; = (r; - rj+l) i.e. F; = F;+l to a 
pure discrete representation, see FigAc. 

Since the number of intervals le can be chosen relatively high compared to the batch means method 
(e.g. le = 140 in Fig.7) and since the reI. error limit dma:z: might be prescribed as low' as it seems 
desirable the algorithm described here may trace the empirical Fn (z )-curve in a very manner 
according to the measured data. ~ 

In much the same way the curves for PF(Z) eq.(3a) and dF(Z) eq.(4a) can be plotted and the 
whole procedure described here for the case "F -evaluation" can be easily transcribed to the case 
"G-evaluation" which has been used for the experimental results in par.3A . 

3.3 Control of shnulation run length 

From eq.( 4a,b) and eq.(2a,b) we obtain the required number of trials n(p) for a given simulation 
task 

... (_) ... () (_) (_) 1 + p ... () 1 - F min 1 - Gmin ( ) 
n p = nO· cl P; cl P = 1 _ -p; n 0 = F. . • d 2 re$p. G . . d 2' 6 

mln ma:z: mln ma:z: 

see Fig.5. In this product formula the term n( 0) expresses the uncorrelated case p = 0 in 
accordance with eq.(5a,b) [5] which depends on prescribed parameters only, namely Fmin resp. 
Gmin and dmCl:t; the term n(O) is multiplied by the cOM'elation factor c/(p) where p is the mean 
correlation coefficient eq.(3a,b) at level Fn(z) = Fmin resp. Gn(z) =. Gmin. e The simulation run 

• Eq.(6) can be generaliled by omitting the fixation to the lowest level Fm'" resp. Gm'" . 
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Fig. 6 Elementary queueing system M/M/I, load A = 0.7 : empir. stationary c.d.f. Gn (x) 
and associated empir. functions for a) delay time and b) occupancy. . 

length under control of the LRE-algorithm IT follows exactly eq.(6), see the examples in par.3.4 . 
Under the real conditions of practical simulation p is always positive and may well be in the range 
0.8 < p < 1. Therefore the correlation factor cf(p) may attain e.g. a value of 20 which means 
that the simulation run time will be substantially increased by this factor compared to the case 
p = O. Since a simulation expert knows very soon the approximate value of p resp. cf(p) for a 
certain field of investigation he may forcaste realistically the length and cost of further simulation 
runs by means of eq.(6). All calculations with this formula confirm the experience that indeed 
only a powerful computer is adequate for simulation in the teletraffic field and in other fields like 
e.g. physics of elementary particles. 

3.4 Experinlental evidence 

The adaptability and performance of the LRE-algorithm IT will be demonstrated by evaluat ing 
the correlated z-sequences of a continuous, a discrete and of a mixed continuous / discrete randOIll 
process. 

• The cases of a continuous and of a discrete process are represented by the normalized delay 
time z = J.LTD resp. the occupancy z of queueing system M/M/l whose stationary c.d.f. 
G( z) and correlation coefficient p( z) [2] are given by the equations: 

delay time 
G( z) = e-(l-A)z ; } 

_ 1 _ (1 - A)(l - e-(l+A)z) . 00 _ 2A 
p(z) - (1 + A)(l- e-(l-A)z)' p( ) - rtA . 

(7) 

occupancy 

G«Z» = Al i ; (i - i)-~z ~ i; ip=(~)'~ ·~2+~A . } 
P z = - (1 + A)(l- A') 

(8) 

A verification of the simulation result curves Fn(z) and p(z) Fig.(6a,b) by means of eq.(7) 
resp. eq.(8) makes clear that these empirical curves have been established by the algoritlun 
very closeley to the theoretical functions. The same is true for all other result curves traced 
by the algorithm up to now, though in principle a certain amount of statistical fluctuation 
Dlay always occur especially in the vicinity of F",in resp. G",in where the reI. error dF(Z) 
resp. dG( z) comes close to its limit dm4%' 
In both sinlulation experiInents Fig.6a,b the prescribed nUIIlber of desired intervals has been 
le = 40 but in Fig.6b due to the discrete nature of the occupancy process only 12 intervals 
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Mixed random process: 
a) stationary density f{z) with three continuous sinus-sections and two poles; 
b) empir. stationary c.d.f. Gn { z) and associated functions. 

have been actually established as it must be under the circUIIlstances given here. The ability 
of the algorithm to adapt itself to discrete points rests on the F-Ievel method par.3.1 and 
on the procedure steps par .3.2.2 . 

• The example of a mixed continuous/discrete random process is described by a constant 
correlation coefficient T p{ z) = 0.5 and by a stationary density I( z) with three continuous 
sections and two discrete points as defined in Fig.7a. An interesting feature of this density 
is the "weak peak" with weight 1'3 = 0.05 at the very right in Fig.7a which must be detected 
and traced by the evaluation algorithm. 

An inspection of the sim.ulation result curves Fig.7b shows that here too the empir. sta
tionary c.d.f. Gn { z) including its discrete points and the "rare event detail" and also the 
associated mean correlation coefficient p{ z) have been established very closely to the theo
retical functions. 

, According to a proposal by w. Ding, Aachen the here applied new principle for generating correlated 
random sequences with the property "p(z} = con"." allows any prescribed stationary density f(z}. 
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The numbers of trials n needed for the experiments Fig.6 and Fig.7b confirm the formula for n(]» 
eq.(6). The numbers of .twting evmu 9 in sorting memory GS (corresponding to memory FS in 
Fig.3) is found to be much smaller than n which means that the CPU-time for sorting is greatly 
reduced compared to the case that all n measured values of the z-sequence would have to be 
sorted, see par.5 [5]. 

Due to the feature "increment FR" explained in par.3.2.1 the reI. error dG(z) eq.(4b) is far 
below its prescribed limit dmoz in a vast range of the Gn( z )-curve and only toward its right tail 
at G-levels close to Gmin it will approach the limit dm4Z = 0.05. 

4 Further Remarks 

4.1 In the teletraffic and queueing network field it is often necessary to investigate primarily the 
left tail of the distributions involved which means that the G-evaluation eq.(2b) - eq.( 4b) has 
to be applied. In other cases of course the F-evaluation eq.(2a) - eq.( 4a) for investigating 
the right tail might be preferred. Therefore in a general version of the LRE-Algorithm II the 
processing mode can be switched to either the F- or G-evaluation alone or to both evaluation 
types at the same time. 

4.2 In simulation the number of trials i.e. of available z-values n can be usually raised under 
control of the algorithm as much as necessary and is limited only by the duration resp. cost 
of the computer experiment. In other fields of statistical investigations the number n might 
be limited from the beginning. Then of course the evaluation parameters must be adapted 
to the given facts, and especially the reI. error limit dm4% must be raised appropriately. If 
unavoidable also small sample evaluation can be carried out on basis of the exact posterior 
formulae, see references [12],[13] in [7]. 

4.3 The x-values to be evaluated by the algorithm can be selected in a certain distance K = 
1,2,· .. within the given chronological sequence. For increasing values of K. this leads normally 
to reduced correlation and might therefore lead to a reduced resp. minimized simulation run 
time, see par.6.2 [7]. A thorough discussion of this interesting point must be postponed. 
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Abbreviations 

LRE = Limited Relative Error; BL = Bayes-Laplace; empire = empirical; reI. = relative; 
par. = paragraph; r.v. = random variable z; d.f. = distribution function F(z); 
c.d.f. = complementary distribution function G(z) = 1 - F(z) . 
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